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Muhammad Ali With Lonnie Ali

When I was young, I was privileged to be a professional boxer.
The sport of boxing is no longer my field. It was a way to introduce me to the world. My most important job now is to teach
people to treat each other with dignity and respect.
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This book confronts the most pressing challenge facing every
family, school, and community—raising respectful children in a
toxic world. These pages offer hope and optimism with practical solutions for all who care about our young people. However,
before the authors get to the solutions, they take us on a journey
that will be enlightening, saddening, and sometimes painful.
We encounter children in trouble and discover why traditional
education, treatment, and discipline often fail. The authors then
offer fresh approaches to turn conflicts into opportunities and
create environments where all children can thrive and flourish.
My wife and I have had opportunities to meet firsthand young
people whose lives are being enriched and reclaimed by the
methods described here. The time we spend with these young
people are the greatest moments of our lives.
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In simpler societies, raising children was a shared task of the
whole community, as adults and youth worked in harmony and
mutual respect. Today, humans are the only species in creation
living out of balance. We covet our position as masters instead of
servants of one another. We have forgotten that service to others
is the rent we pay for our room here on earth.
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Unfortunately, many who have privileges become self-indulgent
and ignore those who are in need. The guardians of our laws
are not always just. Schools seek to keep order by discarding the
children most likely to fail in life. Courts lock away the children
whom we have abused in order to “protect the public.” In a
world that worships power and wealth, children whose families
have neither are little valued. They are considered disposable in
a highly cultured and technologically advanced society.
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Not only discarded children are in deep trouble. Many concerned parents are so busy making sure their children achieve
success that they neglect to teach them to care for others less
fortunate. Striving to make the grade, we neglect to nourish the
soul. The result is that our most successful young people today
mimic their materialistic elders. A survey of students entering college found that their dominant goal was to “make more
money.” Goals like “helping others” or “developing a meaningful
philosophy of life” paled in comparison.1 But the gold chase is a
futile race. Purpose and meaning in life come from the riches of
family, friends, and spiritual faith.
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When I was a young man, the motto “I am the greatest” brought
publicity to me and inspired young people who saw me as their
hero. My boxing was just the beginning of my life. In my current career, I am trying to help all young persons find their own
greatness. Very often great and beautiful things are difficult to
discover. Gold is buried under layers of rock. Pearls are hidden
in shells lying in the debris at the bottom of the ocean. We have
to work to find them. This book challenges all of us to search for
greatness in the most unlikely places, even in youth who frustrate or frighten adults.
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Kids in conflict are trying to live the best they can with the hand
they’ve been dealt. It is not always easy, since life is not equally
kind to us all. We must remember to treat everyone with respect
and equality. With new opportunities, many of these youth can
rebuild their lives. Broken hearts can be made whole again.
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I grew up in a loving family in a time when love in our nation
was often hidden by racial hate. Many of my heroes were struck
down in the struggle for justice. Like many youth today, we experienced tragedy, loss, and immense brutality. Yet our response to
challenges make us who we are. Whatever difficulties we face, we
must not lose sight of faith or let go of love. When we offer love
to others, it is the net where hearts are caught like fish.
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We must never look down to those who look up to us. Young
people need to have some adult to turn to in the most difficult of
times. Each of us is the hero some young person needs. But those
youth who most deeply hunger for love often back away. They
need adults who can conquer fear and rejection with love. As a
onetime boxer and poet laureate of the ring, I offer a small verse
about healing the human heart:

x
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I am riding on my horse of hope,
Holding in my hand the rein of courage.
Dressed in the armor of patience,
With the helmet of endurance on my head,
I started out on my journey to the land of love.2

When I was young, I followed for a time a teaching that disrespected others and said white people were devils. I was wrong.
You cannot separate out only some of God’s children to love.
We are all part of the same family. In every school and neighborhood, there are children without hope, but no child is hopeless.
Each was put here for a purpose. These are just children who
have not yet discovered their purpose. That is our mission.
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Injustice anywhere is a threat to
justice everywhere.
1
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—Martin Luther King, Jr.

Discarded by Adults
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In a world rich with material resources, millions of young
people are emotionally, educationally, and spiritually adrift.
Neglected by adults, they seek acceptance from other castoff
peers. Fighting authority, they struggle in schools that are not
structured to tap their potential. Longing for purpose, young
people pursue empty substitutes in a self-centered existence.
Growing up in communities that fail to respect diversity, young
people are wounded by racism. Yet in spite of their troubles,
these are our children, and they are all valuable to us. In a society that values children, there can be no disposable kids. At a
time when many are pessimistic about the problems facing youth,
we contend that schools and communities can help all children
thrive and succeed.
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Over thirty years ago, we began working with challenging youth
at the Starr Commonwealth, following the retirement of its
founder, Floyd Starr. From its beginnings as a home and school
for wayward youth, Starr now operates a network of educational
and treatment programs in Michigan and Ohio. In this laboratory for positive youth development, we have learned as much
from the thousands of youth who have crossed our paths as we
have given to them. In this environment, youth often form alliances with their elders and become partners in their own healing.
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Our school was established in 1913 with the motto, “There is no
such thing as a bad boy.” Four years later, Father Flanagan began
Boys Town with a similar philosophy. Such pioneers were typical
of the progressive educational spirit of the early twentieth century. Pioneering reformers worldwide broke free from totalitarian
practices. Although predating scientific psychology, their methods were adventurous, experimental, and surprisingly effective.2
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We were in Jerusalem at an international conference when we
chose No Disposable Kids as the title for our book. We had toured
the Children’s Memorial at Yad Vashem. There, in a testament
to the tragic waste of young lives, the names of children who
were lost in the Holocaust are continuously read. Outside the
memorial stands a statue of youth work pioneer Janusz Korczak,
surrounded by children. Korczak had established orphanages and
schools for Jewish street children of Warsaw. In 1942, Korczak
and his staff accompanied their students to the gas chambers of
Treblinka.
To a world that wasted its precious children, the Yad Vashem
memorial shouts out “never again.” After this moving experience, we visited a shelter for street youth in Jerusalem. There
we met David who reminded us that “never again” gives way to
“again and again,” even in nations pledged to protect their children.
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David was 18 years old and well groomed. Our first impression
was that he might be a youth worker. We were surprised to
learn that he was a long-term resident in this short-term facility.
He stayed because no one wanted him. Hearing our American
accents, David excitedly offered to be our tour guide. He showed
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us every corner of the antiquated three-story shelter. David
explained that he had been born in Brooklyn, and was brought
to Israel at age seven by his Hassidic Jewish family. His schooling
had been in a Hebrew Yeshiva and he apologized for his limited
English. His vocabulary, like his emotional growth, lagged at the
level of a young child.
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As a teen, David rebelled at the strict religious lifestyle of his
family. When he began hanging out on the streets, his parents
disowned him. Discarded by his family, teachers, and faith community, David searched for a purpose to his life. He invited us
into his small room, eager to display a drawer of religious tracts
he had collected from various street ministries. He inquired
about the cost of a plane ticket to America, saying he wanted to
return to the land of his birth. Much too soon, it was time for us
to leave. Like a small, discouraged boy, David asked, “Will this
be the last time I will ever talk with you?”
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As we departed, we were reminded of the “Circle of Courage”
principles that guide our work: Children develop courage
through belonging, mastery, independence, and generosity. In our
short time with David, we saw his hunger to belong, to master,
to be independent, and to be generous in spirit. But David was
discouraged. His circle had been broken.
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While David’s background is unique, discarded kids everywhere
are much the same. Some seek substitute belongings through
chemicals, cults, or gangs. Many middle class children roam in
packs as mall orphans. Children of privilege may be bloated with
possessions but starving in loveless mansions. Schools often have
the least tolerance for students with the greatest needs.
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It is no puzzle what youth like David need. For a century, the
great masters in education and youth work have shown how to
build courage in discouraged children. Today, practical, researchvalidated methods are available for prevention. We also know
how to reclaim many of our most difficult youth.
Policy leaders need positive answers to pressing problems, and
those who are in face-to-face contact with challenging youth are
hungry for fresh strategies.
Ben Carson was a student at risk from an impoverished African
American community. Today he is one of the world’s leading
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Kids in Crisis

—Patricia, age 131
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I’m afraid to tell you who I am
because I’m the only me I’ve got
and you might not like it.
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After moving to Cicero, Tony enrolled in another parochial school. He
lasted only two months. He was then sent to the Cicero public schools.
Tony didn’t fit in there, either. He loathed school, as he proved with
poor attendance and grades. He had no fan club among teachers. They
saw him as a troublemaker whose behavior was “deplorable.” In defense
of school authorities, they had to manage his disruptive behavior while
being totally in the dark about what was going on inside this troubled
boy.
Tony’s new stepfather tried to lay down the law. But he didn’t give
Tony the love he craved. When it was just Tony and his mom, home
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had been a sanctuary from a hostile world. With the new man in the
house, home became a battleground. Tony’s behavior continued to
deteriorate.
Tony was repeatedly seen in the vicinity of suspicious Cicero fires.
When questioned, he denied involvement. He was never detained or
locked up but always released to his mother. She apparently denied
or minimized his behavior and sought to protect him. In her view, he
showed guilt or remorse and didn’t know what he was doing.

Tony wasn’t a kid without a conscience. Close bonds to his mother
and his religious training gave him the capacity to feel guilt when he
hurt others. But when trouble is a reaction to inner turmoil, piling on
guilt only increases disturbance. Threats and punishment also backfire
by heightening the stress that triggers acting out.
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According to neighbors, Tony’s stepfather was abusive. He reportedly
beat Tony with rabbit punches and held his hand over the gas burner.
Tony was terrified of the man who told him: “The next time you set
anything on fire and if you kill anybody, and if the police don’t get
you and give you the electric chair, I’ll come after you myself and kill
you.”
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The Angels fire occurred on the first of December, a date that Tony
didn’t forget. In the weeks around the third anniversary of the Angels
tragedy Tony was implicated in a string of suspicious fires. He seemed
to want to be caught. On the other hand, he was terrified of what his
stepfather might do. When interrogated by police, Tony was usually
accompanied by his mother, and he denied any wrongdoing.
By now, Tony’s mother was so concerned, she rarely let her son
out of her sight. She drove him to school so he didn’t get into
trouble on the way. When she was not working, she accompanied
Tony on his paper route for fear he might be accused of some new
charge. She also brought him for counseling at Catholic Social
Services. His deepest problems remained concealed.
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One day Tony knocked on the door of a customer on his paper route.
He asked her if she smelled smoke on his clothing. He then reported
that he had just “discovered” a fire in a nearby basement and told her
to call the fire department. Officials questioned him about this and
other fires. They were particularly interested in a blaze that destroyed
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variety of high-risk behaviors, including precocious sexuality,
school problems, violence, delinquency, and drug abuse.32
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Figure 1
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For healthy development, Urie Bronfenbrenner contends that
each child should have at least one person who is irrationally
crazy about him or her.
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Ideally, children are reared in environments offering rich opportunities for connections to positive adults and peers. When one area
of the ecology is unstable, such as the family, other support systems
can enable youth to thrive. Throughout most human history, the
tribe and extended family provided necessary social support to all
children in a kinship network. Today, the challenge facing fractured families and communities is to create new support systems so
that all children can succeed.
In the two centuries since Johann Pestalozzi gathered street
urchins into farms and castles, environmental treatment has
been the most enduring intervention for wayward adolescents.
Dr. Nicholas Hobbs developed a successful model for changing
troubled behavior by surrounding the young person with a positive ecology. This program was called Re-ED, an acronym for the
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